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Company Flugauto Offices HQ Austin (USA); Dubai (UAE) 

Employees 8 Raised Prior $1.2mn via convertible notes 

This Round Seed Valuation (Target) $14mn pre-money 

Round Size $4mn Lead Guinn Covert Ventures (GCV) 

Key Terms Standard terms; non-participating preferred 

Use of funds Grow team, finalize prototype, setup ops and run 2-3 month trial, sign contract with big name 

Executive 
Summary 

Flugauto is a B2B tech company offering a world-class platform for aerial delivery of critical 
industrial cargo for the energy industry. For businesses that want to transport cargo we offer 
the benefits of a helicopter, speed and access to remote locations, but at the cost of ground 
transportation. 

Inefficiencies in material logistics in the Energy industry lead to production losses, inflated 
inventories, environmental damage, high transportation cost and compromise safety; industry 
suffers >$200bn losses annually. 

We help energy companies (starting with O&G) streamline their material management, reduce 
costs and carbon emissions associated with logistics, warehousing and unplanned 
maintenance, as well as reduce the risk of injuries and fatalities; unlocking a $16bn bottom-
line improvement opportunity. 

Our Platform-as-a-Service solution, offered via annual SLAs, consists of 3 components: a) 
Technology (UAV and mobile control center), b) Tools (logistics and software suite, mission 
planning, asset reporting and tracking), c) Services (aircraft maintenance, training, task force) 
Technology advantage and unique IP in 3 key areas: a) Advanced UAV hardware design (incl. 
tilting mechanism and fixed wing), b) control algorithm software for advanced UAV design, c) 
deep integration of UAV data into operations and productivity suite. 
We differentiate in that we’re a) use-case driven (started with customer pain-point); b) 
uniquely positioned with R&D facilities in USA, quick deployment (testing and operations) in 
the UAE/ MENA; c) offering a platform, not selling UAV. 
Visionary and experienced founders with highly complementary skills and shared history. 
Team of world-class engineers and strong pipeline of hires in key positions ready to onboard, 
with experience from organizations such as Airbus, Stanford, GM, Lockheed Martin, FAA. An 
outstanding group of investors (incl. Techstars, Careem Co-Founder, Etisalat CEO), official 
advisors (incl. Colin Guinn, ex-CEO of DJI America) and external experts. 
Recognized as a globally innovative deep-tech startup, incl. TechCrunch SF 2019 Top Pick; 
Top 500 startups at Hello Tomorrow; Startup SG SLINGSHOT 2019 Top 100, Mohammed 
Bin Rashid Innovation Fund (MBRIF) Top 10; 2020 IEEE N3XT® Star; InnoSTARS 3rd prize in 
advanced manufacturing in China-US Competition 
Exit opportunities in 4-5yrs, via sale to logistics (e.g., DHL, UPS) or industrial strategic partner 
(e.g., Schlumberger). We can see a 5-8x increase in valuation in the next 2 years. 

Company 
Background 

Flugauto was founded in January 2018 by Frank Noppel, Gerrit Becker and Alexandros Xydas 
(former colleagues at McKinsey & Co.). The company spent its first 3 months, during its early 
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days at the Techstars accelerator, refining its business model, understanding their customer’s 
pain-points and developing a niche focus on O&G. 

After raising investment in record time, James McClearen joined as the 4th Founder. The team 
developed prototypes to test the technical feasibility of aerial delivery using UAVs, and 
attracted strategic partners, signing 3 MoUs, even with an unfinished prototype. They 
attracted a world-class team of engineers, advisors and experts, some offering their expertise 
for free and eagerly awaiting to join full-time once investment is secured. 

The company maintains 2 office locations, one in Austin (USA) where all R&D is carried out 
and prototypes developed, and one in Dubai (UAE) to test and rapidly deploy with customers. 
The company is now well positioned, with the right financial support and backing from 
strategic partners, to become a leader in the aerial logistics space. 

Industry 
Opportunity 

Our focus is on the upstream Energy sector, specifically, the critical spare part delivery into 
remote areas. We’re starting with Oil & Gas due to: a) high-margins possible due to expensive 
alternatives (e.g. helicopters); b) lower oil prices forcing companies to lower operating costs 
and inventory; c) industry focus on increasing staff safety and reducing environmental impact 
through automation; d) remote nature of operations that reduces the regulatory hurdles. 

Inefficiencies in material logistics lead to production losses, inflated inventories, environmental 
damage, high transportation cost and compromise safety. The O&G industry alone suffers 
from >$200bn losses annually: 

• $100bn from unplanned shutdowns and delayed time to deliver spare parts 
• $30bn complex logistics 
• $67bn capital tied up in stock 

…as well as over 50 fatalities (in 2017) linked to transportation and logistics. 

Solution Flugauto offers a platform-as-a-service solution, that allows the O&G industry to recover up 
to $16bn annually (TAM), from the untapped opportunity in material logistics by: 

• Removing the human element from the dangerous cargo transportation 
• Accelerating the delivery of critical spare parts during unplanned shutdowns 
• Reducing logistics costs, waste and capital tied-up in stock 

Following successful deployment in O&G we can swiftly expand into adjacent industries like 
Wind, Solar and Water. In the future, we can also branch into other verticals like medical, 
consumer products or first aid. 

Product Flugauto strives to offer a sustainable B2B technology platform that allows logistic providers 
to transport cargo between 70 to 200lbs over 20 to 120 miles via the air at a 10-20% of 
today’s cost with no carbon emissions. 

Our platform-as-a-service solution consists of 3 major components: 
1. State-of-the-art unmanned aircraft technology (UAV) and ground equipment 
2. Operations and productivity tools 
3. Services for set-up and unmanned aircraft operation 
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Versus today’s available technologies, our solution is: 
• 10x cheaper than helicopters at same speed. 
• 10x faster than Platform Supply Vessels (PSV) at same cost or less. 
• 1 mode of transport e.g. spare parts directly from supplier via air. 
• 24/7 safe uninterrupted operation during the night and in unsafe conditions. 

Technology & 
IP 

Over the past 12 months, by applying an agile approach for software and hardware, we have 
made significant progress with the development of our tech platform and iterated multiple 
prototypes with increased complexity, as well as developed a mobile ground station consisting 
of remote-control unit and charging unit. The prototypes have been developed according to 
customer insights in terms of their capabilities and the design philosophy has been established 
alongside the required tools for aircraft design. The systems have undergone ground testing 
and the on-board software has advanced algorithms for tilt-rotor control. The prototypes 
have been flight-tested in various environments (high/low temperature, high wind, 
precipitation), component testing has been carried out on the ground (endurance & rig tests).      

1) UAV Prototypes: 

Back-bone of the technology platform is the UAV or tilt-rotor eVTOL (Vertical Take-Off/ 
Landing) vehicle with superior handling, small footprint and sufficient range. 

 

    

Rugged design with small 
footprint and minimal 
mechanical parts (e.g. 
ailerons) allow for heavy 
industrial usage

Due to innovative battery 
integration into cargo box, 
turnovers in less than 10 
minutes - leads to lower 
downtime

Ultralight design with 
unheard of 1:1:1 weight-
to-battery-to-payload 
ratio

Unique modular kit design 
allows us to build fleet 
tailored to customer needs 
in terms of range and 
payload

TECHNOLOGY

Innovative tilt-rotor design 
allows flight and landing/ 
take-off in high winds
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Video showing superior maneuverability: https://youtu.be/cil2_mwHCjM 
Video of larger prototype: https://youtu.be/ECM_gxmqLR4 
 
List of Flugauto prototypes: 

Photo Codename Description Testing goals Available Test Result Status 

 

8-inch Close to final design Flugauto 
with 8 tiltablemotors in the 
wing with boxing design. 
Scaled 1:5. MTOW 12kg with 
4kg Payload capability. 

Testbed to confirm 
initial design 
decision with 
motors in wing and 
small cargo hold. 

Mar 2018 First madden 
hover flight 

Retired 

 

7-inch Easy styrofoamFlugauto build 
with 4 tiltablemotors inside 
wings and boxing design. 
MTOW 3kg. 

Testbed for the 
boxing design and 
the tilt mechanisms. 

Sep 2018 Successfully 
tested tilting 
mechanism 
and beta 
software 

Retired 

 

Wooden 
Frame 

New design with props 
before/after wings attached to 
tilting rods and doppel-decker 
wings. 12.5in props with KDE 
motors. MTOW 12kg. 

Proof of concept of 
new design. 

Oct 2018 Full front 
and back 
transition 
achieved 

Retired 

 

Al-Frame Large 55lbs MTOW version 
with AL frame, 4x7000 series 
KDE motors and 24.5 triple 
props.  

Improve the 
wooden version 
and make it more 
reliable with less 
vibrations. 

Dec 2018 Improved 
reliability of 
tilting 
mechanism 

Testing 

 

4.3+ CF version of 4.2.1 with 
payload capability and modular 
motor design to allow different 
use cases (MTOWs of 55lbs, 
100lbs, 220lbs). 

First actual payload 
carrying prototype 
with aerodynamic 
skin shape. 

Jun 2019 Testing in 
progress 

Testing 

 

Mini Fully carbon-fiber 1:5 scaled 
version of 4.3.1 to act as 
demonstrator, test-bed and 
trainer for staff. MTOW 5kg. 

Validation and 
tuning of the flight 
control system, and 
test bed for flight 
controller. 

May 2019 Testing in 
progress 

Testing 

2) Flugauto Simulator: 

Flugauto Simulator is a software tool simulating the behavior of our vehicle in flight 
considering actuator behavior, external disturbances, sensor noise, and general equations of 
motion in three dimensions. It allows the development team to rapidly iterate and optimize 
our advanced control systems across the various noise factors found in flight without risking 
losing hardware. Includes SIL (Software In the Loop), full flight controller, stack, rapid 
Controller, optimization and model based controls. The tool can also be used for pilot training. 
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3) Flugauto Software Suite 
We have prepared the blueprints for a series of software tools that complement the UAV 
technology and make up the Flugauto Operations Software Suite. Provide seamless 
integration to each customer’s supply chain processes and provide efficient fleet management 
and operations. Includes flexible API, real time analytics, UAV monitoring and cargo tracking. 

As we believe our tech platform can be a differentiator, we follow a commercially driven 
approach with our IP, which is generated across many areas and creates value for the 
company, enables a competitive advantage, and makes Flugauto a strong acquisition target. 

Patents: 
• Patentable enabling technology (e.g., propulsion system, load & balance). 
• Global utility patent already filed (PCT) and pending (PCT/GB2019/051100), additional 2-3 

patents planned 2020/21. 
Trade Secrets: 
• Ops experience for off-shore/ on-shore deliveries with challenging mission requirements. 
• Control algorithm software for the aircraft platform. 
• Deep integration of vehicle data into operations and productivity suite. 

Trademark: 
• Rebranding planned to stablish a brand in Energy industry for efficiency and sustainability. 

Other: 
• Contracts and access to customers. 
• Team and talent, know-how. 

Tech & Ops 
Roadmap 

 

Go-To-
Market 

We believe we need to be customer centric and work from the start with future customers to 
co-develop a product that solves their actual problem. Starting point are early day operations 
of a smaller use case and the sign-up of strategic customers.  
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Three stage approach allows us to start generating revenues early on: 

Stage 1: Learn (2019-2020) 
• Small scale operations with pre-selected SME(s) in the UAE 
• Co-development of processes and procedures with customers 
• Proof of concept with mid-sized prototype on an exemption basis 
• Revenue generating operations post trial 

Stage 2: Innovate (2021–2023) 
• Selected easy-to-operate use cases with innovative companies in the O&G industry (e.g. 

onshore, near-shore) 
• Sales Ready Product (SRP) with customer joint development efforts 
• Target remote regions with compatible regulation 

Stage 3: Scale (2023+) 
• Multiple big target clients with full service offering at scale, including long range offshore 

use-cases 
• Certified product and operations in accordance with internationally recognized regulations 
• Global commercial footprint 

Regulation Our philosophy towards regulation is to develop a close relationship with regulators and 
become thought partners in shaping regulation in the new space of UAV operations. 

As we plan to operate autonomously (e.g. no on-board pilot) in remote locations (e.g. over 
water or in the desert) and in pre-described air corridors over non-urban environments, the 
risk to human life is significantly lower. Regulators are more receptive of our tech/ business 
model, with less regulatory barriers to stop us from running tests, operations and scaling. 

Over the next 24 months we plan to run tests and trials in 2 areas: 1) Remote locations in 
Texas (USA), and we have received an experimental certificate from the FAA that allows us to 
fly vehicles up to 220lbs, for testing purposes, 2) Dubai (UAE), where we have already 
received operating permissions from the regulators (DCAA, GCAA) and exclusive flight zones 
to test prototypes <120lbs, with the option to secure air corridors for commercial application.  
Once we test prove the tech safety and reliability, we’ll proceed to acquire regulatory 
approvals throughout 2021 and UAV certifications (e.g. BVLOS) for full-scale operations. 

Revenue 
Projection: 

Although hard to accurately predict revenues and profitability in a newly developed market, 
we project annual revenues of <$1mn in 2020, $3-5mn in 2021, $10-12 in 2022, $40-50 in 
2023 and $120+ in 2024 onwards. 

The per station revenue is estimate at $3.5-5mn, with project EBIT at 29-50%. 30 stations 
and approximately 2.5yrs are required to break-even. 

Customers Our direct customers are logistic operators for the upstream energy sector (e.g. 
Schlumberger, Baker Hughes, DHL etc.). We will provide them our technology as a platform-
as-a-service on an SLA basis. Essentially, we offer a station with a fleet of UAVs and 
guarantee availability of our technology to delivery cargo to wherever required within certain 
timeframes. In return we lock in these customers with long-term contracts (2-3yrs). 

At first, to learn and to provide the right product we will provide the technology platform and 
operations for a selected launch customer in the UAE starting early 2020. Goal is to provide 
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full operations of a smaller use case by end of 2020 for that customer. We have already 
signed MoUs with 4 customers that could play this role: 
• Agility: Global freight forwarding, transportation, warehousing and supply chain 

management company serving O&G and related industries. Operations in 100 countries 
with strong presence in MENA. 

• AMS: UAE based, specialized in transportation of spare parts and other urgent inventory 
items for customers in challenging/ dangerous areas such as O&G. 

• Sharaf Group: Transportation of O&G MRO1 inventory to offshore platforms. We could 
replace some or all of their vessels used in O&G today. 

• Careem: Expanding into B2B, transportation of samples and materials for O&G. 
We also have a healthy pipeline of advanced discussions: 
• CCC: UAVs for delivery of spare parts & materials during construction phase of O&G. 
• Modex: Co-develop UAV tech platform for their floating O&G delivery platforms/ vessels. 
• Petroleum Development Oman (PDO): Co-develop UAVs for delivery of oil samples, Oman. 

Strategic 
Partners 

We have already signed agreements with the following strategic partners: 

• Luxaviation for support with on-the-ground maintenance & operations of UAVs. 
• Bosch to explore the potential of using hydrogen fuel cells for powering our drones as well 

as use Bosch’ sensor suite. 
• NVIDIA and their Inception program that supports AI focused startups. 
• Dubai SME, Prince Hamdan Incubator & MBRIF with direct links to senior UAE leadership. 

Using the early day operations (2-3 month trial) as a showcase, our goal is to sign a 2-year co-
development contract with a global large-scale energy logistics provider to build aircraft specs 
and processes to the needs of the industry they are serving. 

We already have a healthy pipeline of advanced discussions: 
• Falcon: Co-development of tech for energy sector in partnership with consortium of 

manufacturer, investor and helicopter operator, to carry out remote O&G deliveries. 
• General Motors: Become part of GM’s new startup incubator & co-develop UAV tech. 
• DHL: Provide aerial delivery services to B2B customers in Middle East and Africa. 

Company 
Culture 

Flugauto embraces the agile development methodology and hence organizes itself in 5 tribes. 
Each tribe is self-organizing and non-hierarchical in their daily work. We believe success and 
speed is only possible in cross-functional and diverse culture. 

Team Visionary and experienced founders with highly complementary skills and shared history. 
Frank Noppel (CEO) and Gerrit Becker (Commercial) have unique combination of aerospace 
background and aviation/ O&G corporate experience. Alexandros Xydas (Business Ops) has 
growth strategy experience with tech companies like Google, IBM and McKinsey, as well as 
entrepreneurial experience with 2 startups. James McClearen (CTO) >15yrs expertise leading 
large teams of engineers to solve complex technical problems (e.g. Toyota, Japan). 

In addition, we have a world-class team of engineers and strong pipeline of hires in key 
positions ready to onboard, with experience from organization such as Airbus, Stanford, GM, 
Lockheed Martin, FAA. 
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Outstanding board of 5 official advisors: 
• Colin Guinn (UAV Expert). One of the most interviewed experts on UAV tech globally; co-

founder and ex CEO of DJI North America; Chief Revenue Officer at 3D Robotics; 
Founder of startup Hangar (recently acquired). 

• Mikael Pelet (Pilot & Operations). Previously co-founder and CFO of Voom (acquired by 
Airbus); ex-McKinsey and ex-Morgan Stanley banker; FAA certified airplane and helicopter 
pilot/ instructor; Harvard Business School MBA, Oxford University Masters. 

• Randy Groom (Aviation Industry Veteran). Previously Executive VP of Piper; President of 
Beechcraft; President of Global Customer, Support, Raytheon Aircraft; >40 years in 
aviation industry; Founder of Groom Aviation; 11,000 hour + pilot. 

• Prof. Peter Zentgraf (Software & Control Systems). Lecturer for control systems at 
Technical University Rosenheim; >20 yrs experience in academia and industry; worked at 
ESA and Airbus in development of spacecraft, software and control systems. 

• Gert Van Dijck (O&G Supply Chain). Current Global Head of Strategy for DHL Energy; 
supply chain professional with extensive expertise in Energy industry and O&G; supply 
chain design, contract logistics and LLP (Lead Logistics Provider) 

Rich network of supporters and mentors, including 32 investors (incl. Co-Founder of Careem, 
CEO of Etisalat International, O&G and Logistics Execs, Techstars USA, 2 family offices) who 
actively support us with their diverse experiences and networks. 

Competition The UAV industry is growing, but only a small number of companies seek to operate cargo 
only and within the payloads and ranges we aspire to. 

We have identified 2 key competitors, Elroy Air and Volans-I, who are industry and geography 
agnostic, and both use a different technology approach to Flugauto, with traditional 
combustion engines (which come with operational and cost limitations). Their tech-first 
approach limits their ability to effectively solve the O&G/ Energy challenges. 

Regardless, we expect competition to grow, but the market opportunity, even within Energy, 
is large enough to accommodate more than one player. 

Investment 
Needs 

We are currently fundraising a priced $4mn seed round to prepare our platform and complete 
a 2-3 month trial of our technology and operations with one of our early customers.  

• 63% for the platform-as-a-service development ($1mn for hardware/ software, patents 
and to finalize prototypes, $1.5mn for hiring R&D talent of 12-15 world-class engineers) 

• 25% for sales and operations ($0.5mn for gaining regulatory approvals, certifications and 
station setup, $0.5mn for ops task force of 3-5 key hires to ramp-up to 1,000 flying hrs) 

• 12% for business development and overheads 
The outcome of the next 18-24 months will be a signed contract with a large O&G or logistics 
company (for co-development and operations expansion). 
We anticipate future investment rounds required: Series A $15-20, Series B $50+ 

Exit Potential There is a unique time window to enter this exciting opportunity that can radically change the 
transportation of goods, improve safety and work towards a more sustainable future. We 
believe that with our use-case driven approach, where a real paint point is addressed in a 
financially strong industry, and where operational experience and revenue generation can be 
obtained early on, will allow Flugauto to place itself as an attractive target within a reasonable 
time-span and provide attractive exit opportunities for early investors. 
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Potential acquirors include logistics (e.g., DHL, UPS), industrial (e.g., Schlumberger) or 
aerospace (e.g. Boeing, Airbus) companies. 

Investment 
Risks 

Regulatory challenges, that have not been solved yet, even on a global level. Early operations 
will require regulatory exceptions, appetite for risk and support from government leadership. 

Regulators may choose to restrict operations in favor of public safety or concerns over 
privacy and national security. 

High capital expenditure (~$15-20mn) required to become commercially viable and grow 
through selected markets. 

Investor 
Material 

Promo video & vision: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWwC2PNmiP0 

Detailed investor deck: https://docsend.com/view/un4n7p7 

One-pager: https://docsend.com/view/w4mrwhk 

Press & 
Awards 

 

• Top Pick (mobility) at TechCrunch SF 2019 
• Top 100 startups at Startup SG SLINGSHOT 2019, Enterprise Singapore 
• Hello Tomorrow Top 500 deep-tech startups 
• InnoSTARS competition finalist - US CHINA Innovation Alliance, top USA companies and 

3rd prize in the advanced manufacturing field. 
• 2020 IEEE N3XT® Star recipient from IEEE Entrepreneurship. Recognizes best-in-class 

technology startups that have engineering-driven innovation at their core. 
• Top 10 companies globally Mohammed Bin Rashid Innovation Fund (MBRIF) Summer ‘20 
• Kryptolabs drone competition phase 1 qualifier winner 
• Dubai SME pitch night 1st prize winner 
• LAcomotion LA finals pick 
• Selected as member of the Hydrogen Council to explore the potential of using hydrogen 

fuel cells for powering our drones 
• Selected by the Hi2, the Hamdan Innovation Incubator as top 20 promising UAE startups 
• Selected as official member of The World Alliance for Efficient Solutions 

 


